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In the nineteenth centuary the elm was one of the most distinctive English countryside trees, immortalised in paintings
by John Constable, including certain views of Salisbury Cathedral. Dutch elm disease was first identified in Britain in
1927. The disease was caused by the fungus Ophiostoma ulmi. The name "Dutch elm disease" refers to its
identification by scientists in the Netherlands in the 1920’s. The fungus is spread from infected trees to healthy trees
by elm bark beetles, and is known to be present in Europe, North America and New Zealand. By the 1940s this first
epidemic had died down after causing losses of up to 40% of elms in a number of European countries. A second and
much more destructive outbreak began in the 1960s. The new outbreak was caused by an entirely different more
aggressive fungus, Ophiostoma novo-ulmi, which had been introduced into Britain on imported, infected elm logs from
North America. The fungus blocks the water conduction system in the trees resulting in wilting and death of foliage.
Within a decade about 20 million elms out of an estimated UK elm population of 30 million were dead. By the 1990s
the number dead was probably well over 25 million. In lowland central and southern Britain, the new epidemic took
rapid hold, leading to the death of most mature English elms before the turn of the millenium.
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Yellowing, wilting leaves and ‘Shepherd’s Crooks’ on shoots are examples of diseased elms (Photo credit: Forestry Research)

The future of our Elms
When an English elm is killed by the disease some roots remain alive and new elms regenerate from these. A single
dead elm is therefore often replaced by a thicket of vigorous young elms growing from these roots. Elm species are
prolific seed producers from an early age, and seedling elms grow rapidly. So although not many big elms remain in
Britain, there are many millions of young elms growing around the countryside, especially in hedgerows. Unfortunately
once the young elms reach a certain size they can be detected by the beetles which spread the fungus, and many of
them become infected.
There is no effective cure available, but early felling or removal of infected trees and branches can slow the spread of
the disease. This has been effective in helping to retain good populations of mature elms in some places in Britain,
especially in Brighton. Fungicides, tree vaccines and chemical and biological controls have been or are being developed,
but these treatments have limitations, such as expense, difficulty of application, and the need to be regularly repeated.

Disease Resistant Elms on Salisbury Plain
The Royal Horticultural Society advises that native elms should not now be planted because they will almost inevitably
die from the disease. Some disease resistant hybrid elms are however now becoming available. These are attractive
trees, they are however different in shape from those that have been lost and do not exactly replace them.
The Wiltshire Elm Group is now planting a variety of disease resistant elm cultivars in the vicinity of known colonies of
the White-letter Hairstreak butterfly. In an example of simbiosis, this rare UK butterfly is under threat because Dutch
elm disease has caused its only habitat to virtually disappear. Research indicates the population of White-letter
Hairstreak butterflies has dropped by 96% in the last 40 years. Planting disease resistant elm cultivars may safeguard
the future of this butterfly in the event that their host elms in Wiltshire are lost to disease. It is a long term project
since the elms need to reach maturity (typically around 8 to 10 years) before they produce flowers which the newly
hatched larvae of White-letter Hairstreak butterfly seek out after they emerge in spring but underlines how one
environmental impact normally and almost inevitablly will have secondary environmental impacts.
On a cold snowy day in March, a team from Aspire under the direction of Mike Lockwood helped with the planting of
a new batch of the disease resistant elm trees at Hexagon Wood, south of the Packway, close to Larkhill. The elm
cultivars planted included Fuente; Dehesa de Amaniel and Ademuz (a Spanish clone). A similar disease resistant elm
planting initiative took place at Beacon Hill, Bulford last year where LUTECE; Ademuz and European White Elm were
planted. It is also planned that landscape planting associated with the new Larkhill medical and dental centre will
incorporate a group of nine New Horizon hybrid elms. All these trees will hopefully develop a positive, lasting legacy,
living healthily for many years and providing valuable habitat to safeguard other important species including the
White-letter Hairstreak butterfly.
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Disease resistant elms planted at Hexagon Wood, Larkhill in March 2018
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Plate 7 Hybrid Elm at Winterbourne Stoke

Plate 8 Elms at Beacon Hill, Bulford
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Plate 9 LUTECE whip before planting at
Bulford

